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World-class support
Local support services from the global metrology experts
Established in 1886, Taylor Hobson is the world leader
in surface and form metrology and developed the first
roundness and surface finish measuring instruments.
Taylor Hobson is part of the Ultra Precision
Technologies Division of AMETEK, Inc. which is a leading
global manufacturer of electronic instruments and
electromechanical devices with 2018 sales of more than
$4.5 billion. AMETEK has over 17,000 colleagues at more
than 120 manufacturing locations around the world.
Supporting those operations are more than 100 sales and
service locations across the United States and in 30 other
countries around the world.

We are pioneers, continually developing our products
to meet the ever-increasing demands of next generation
technologies, particularly in optics, bearings, automotive,
aerospace, medical and renewable energy technologies.

We provide contact and non-contact measurement
solutions for the most demanding applications on a global
basis, with a worldwide infrastructure to support our
clients; we are a truly global ultra precision metrology
company.

We know that the performance of your instrument is
important to you. It is important to us as well. Taylor
Hobson AMECARE agreements are designed to reduce
down time and ensure your instrument maintains optimum
performance.

			

Support agreements

All work is carried out by our own accredited service
engineers who are dedicated to providing the quality
support you need to ensure credibility of your
measurement results.
• Factory trained in maintenance and calibration
procedures
• Use UKAS traceable calibration artifacts
• Trained to resolve instrument issues that can
affect operation

Contract measurement from
expert metrologists
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UKAS - certified, traceable
laboratory inspection

			

Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•

Protect your hardware investment
Reduce unscheduled downtime
Ensure instrument reliability
Ensure consistent accuracy of measurements
Extend the life expectancy and productivity
Peace of mind and insurance against unexpected
repair costs
• 20% discount on styli purchases

Hardware and software
upgrades

Taylor Hobson is Alcumus®
‘SafeContractor’ approved

A full suite of support services delivered by uniquely qualified engineers
Taylor Hobson’s Technical Support Services provide you with a wide range of solutions to ensure your equipment
stays working at its optimum performance like the day you purchased it.
Our support extends beyond AMECARE Support Agreements, we also offer upgrades, software and metrology training, contract
measurement and UKAS calibration. All work is carried out by our own accredited service engineers and metrologists who are
dedicated to providing the quality support you need.

Instrument support policy
When you buy a Taylor Hobson Instrument, you benefit from the latest measurement
technology. If serviced and maintained to the recommended standards, Taylor Hobson
instruments will perform to the highest level throughout the product life cycle.
Service and support offerings change during each phase of an instruments’ lifetime, our
instrument support policy ensures clarity throughout the various lifecycle support phases.

Retirement
Calibration
Support*

Instrument
Lifecycle
Support
Phases

Discontinued
Full Support

Pages 6-7

Production
New Purchase

Obsolete
Limited Support

quality ensuring measurement integrity and guaranteeing optimum performance from
your instruments.
Taylor Hobson software - Unique solutions avaiable from Taylor Hobson for all your
measurement and data analysis needs.

Upgrades
Taylor Hobson have designed a series of product upgrades to future proof your
investment. To avoid your instrument becoming obsolete, our upgrades are available to
extend the life of your product.
All upgrades are carried out by Taylor Hobson accredited service engineers and include
installation and calibration to ensure your system runs at peak performance.

Pages 14-22

Styli and exchange program - Taylor Hobson manufactured styli are of the highest

Pages 8-13

Styli & software

Training programs
Instrument training - Improve productivity and maximise the efficiency of your Taylor
Hobson instruments through the training of your operators and inspectors.
Metrology training - Gain or improve your understanding of roundness and surface
finish principles making your operators, inspectors and engineers well versed in the
theory and application of metrology.

Pages 26-27

Consultancy and cycle time improvement - Benefit from our team of uniquely qualified
metrologists with expertise in all aspects of measurement.
Contract measurement - A cost effective option to capital expenditure, simply send in
first article or production components for our contract measurement service.
UKAS calibration - Roughness and roundness artefacts, instruments and other masters
for traceability of your results to international standards.

Pages 23-25

Centre of excellence
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Support agreements
Maintaining your instrument delivers
results you can trust
The maintenance of your precision metrology equipment requires
technological expertise, in-depth knowledge of operator use and
measurement principles of our instruments, and specialised diagnostic
tools to maintain system performance.
AMECARE Support Agreements from Taylor Hobson are designed to reduce
down time and ensure your instrument maintains optimum performance.
All work is carried out by our own accredited service engineers who are
dedicated to providing the quality support you need to ensure credibility of
measurement results.
•
•
•
•

Factory trained in maintenance and calibration procedures
Use UKAS traceable calibration artifacts
Trained to resolve instrument issues that can affect operation
Original replacement parts

Taylor Hobson Support agreements are affordable and flexible, offering cost
savings when multiple instruments are serviced at the same time. We are
committed to providing world-class support to maintain instrument integrity
for as long as you require.

Talyrond ® 500H Series

Support agreement levels
1.

Standard Support Agreements restore your instrument to original
factory specs, provide yearly calibration service, plus discounts

2. Premium Support Agreements adds online team viewer sessions and
labour & travel for repairs which fail as a result of fair wear, excluding
gauge and stylus damage
Taylor Hobson after sales care agreements

3. Elite Support Agreements adds replacement parts for repairs which fail
as a result of fair wear, excluding gauge and stylus damage and 2 days
application support
•

Bespoke and Multi-year Support Agreements also available

.eps

Instrument relocation support
Whether you are moving to a new site or a new lab on-site, Taylor Hobson Metrology
Services can help. Relocations include machine preparation, supervision of loading and
unloading, set up at new location, and calibration. Taylor Hobson can supply brackets,
crates and packaging if necessary to ensure the safe delivery of your valuable metrology
equipment. Instruments are then tested and calibrated to meet original factory
specifications.
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Support agreement options
We have three pre-defined support agreements available (standard, premium and elite), we are also happy to
discuss bespoke contracts to meet your exacting requirements. Opt for a multi-year support agreement and
benefit from substantial savings.

One or two visits per annum
Equipment calibrated using artifacts traceable to national standards
Calibration certificate for each instrument tested
On-site labour and travel for the duration of the service
Equipment serviced as per the Factory Installation and
Maintenance Schedule
25% discount on labour and travel rates for repairs
10% discount on spare parts and consumables
Online Team Viewer Sessions
Unlimited emergency call-outs
Labour and travel included for repairs which fail as a result of fair wear,
excluding gauge and stylus damage
Replacement parts included for repairs which fail as a result of fair
wear, excluding gauge and stylus damage
20% discount on spare parts and consumables
Two day on-site visit for operator training and/or program cycle
efficiency improvement which can yield up to 30% better cycle times!

Standard

Premium

Elite

Support
Agreement

Support
Agreement

Support
Agreement

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

• Equipment must be in good working condition at the start of the agreement.
• Agreements may not be available depending upon the model and age of the equipment.
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Instrument support policy
Taylor Hobson has extensive experience designing and
manufacturing metrology products for surface and
roundness measurement. This guarantees when you buy a
Taylor Hobson instrument, you are investing in the latest
measurement technology.

Production
New Purchase

Our complete portfolio of services have been designed to
help you improve productivity, reduce total cost of ownership
and ensure compliance across your entire organisation.

Retirement
Calibration
Support*

Levels of support change during each phase of an instruments’
lifetime. Our instrument support policy ensures clarity
throughout the various lifecycle support phases, leaving you
better placed to plan and prepare for future support or
replacement needs.

Instrument
Lifecycle
Support
Phases

Discontinued
Full Support

Obsolete
Limited Support

Instrument lifecycle support phases

NOT
for Sale

Production

Discontinued

Obsolete

Product replacement

1. Production phase

3. Obsolete phase

Begins with the first instrument shipment and continues
for the whole time the instrument is manufactured. Full
Service and Support is offered. Hardware and Software
development will be available in this phase.

Once we can no longer source spares (such as PCB’s) due
to obsolescence it becomes difficult for us to offer full
service support. Inability to source any of the Key Support
Elements means the instrument moves into the Obsolete
Phase. Limited Support is offered during this period. All
‘reasonable effort’ will be given to repair an instrument
without guarantee of success.

2. Discontinued phase
Once we announce that an instrument is no longer being
sold or manufactured it moves to the Discontinued
Phase. Full Service and Support continues to be offered.
Software development will continue in this phase.
Taylor Hobson will provide service and support for all
instruments for as long as spares continue to be available.
Our aim is a minimum of 10 years from the date the
instrument enters the Discontinued Phase.
To ensure we can exceed customer expectations, key
support elements are reviewed regularly:
• Availability of spares.
• Availability of documentation.
• Availability of upgrades to extend instrument life.
• Accredited Service Engineer knowledgebase.
• Overall company technical expertise.
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Retirement

An announcement will be issued six months prior to
entering this phase, normally with an option to upgrade or
replace the instrument.

4. Retirement
The instrument moves into the Retirement Phase once
several of the key support elements can no longer be
met. This indicates the end of life of the instrument.
Calibration Support only available in this phase*. This will
normally be a minimum of 24 months from the start of the
Obsolete Phase.
A notice will be given before an instrument enters
retirement, so you have a reasonable time to investigate
product replacement.

*

Provided instrument is in full working order.

Instrument

Production

Discontinued

Obsolete

Retirement
X

Talysurf CCI 3000 / 3000A / 6000 / 9150
X

Talysurf CCI Lite / Sunstar

ü
ü

X

CCI MP / MP-L / MP-HS / HD / Roundness

X

TalyScan / TalyScan 150 / 250
X

Talysurf CLI 500 / 1000 / 2000

X

Surtronic® 3 / 3P
X

Surtronic® 3+
X

Surtronic® 25 / Duo
Surtronic® S-100 Series / New Duo

X

Surtronic® R-50 / R-80 / R-100 / R-125

X

Talyrond® R-170 Raceway

X

ü
ü
ü
X

Talystep (All Variants), Nanostep, Nanostep 3000

X

Form Talysurf Plus
®

X

Form Talysurf® Intra 1

ü
ü

X

Form Talysurf Intra 2
®

X

Form Talysurf® Intra Touch
Talymin 4-10

X

Talysurf 4 / 5m / 5p / 6 / 10 (All Variants)

X

FTS Mk1 (Laser) DG10 or PC, FTS Series 1 Inductive / Laser

X

Talycontour

X
X

FTS Series 2 Inductive / Laser / PGI
Form Talysurf® S21 i60 / i120 / i200 / WRi 200

X

Form Talysurf® S21 PGI 400 / 800 /1200

X

Form Talysurf® i-Series 1 / i-Series 2 / i-Series 5

X

Form Talysurf® S21 PCIe PGI 400 / 800 / 1200

X

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

X

Form Talysurf® PGI 840 / 1240 / 2540
Form Talysurf® PGI Series / Bearings

X

Form Talysurf® PGI NOVUS

X
X

Form Talysurf® PGI Blu / 3D Optics
Form Talysurf® PGI Matrix / Freeform / Optics

X

Form Talysurf® Multi-Axis / Form Talysurf® CNC Series

X
X

Talytrac 3A / 3B / Talyseries Form
X

Talyrond® 30 / 31 / 31 (C) / 32 / CCM
Talyrond 130 / 131 / 131C
®

X

ü
X

Talyrond® 100 / 150 / 200 / 210 / 250 / 250L

X

Talyrond® 252 / 260 / 262 / 265 / 290 / 295
X

Talyrond® 365 / 385 / 386 / 395 / 365 XL / 385 XL
Talyrond® 465H / 485H / 565T / 585T

X

Talyrond® 565H / 585H / 595H / 565 XL / 585 XL

X

Talyrond 565 HS / 585 HS / 595 HS / 595 UHPR

X

®

ü
ü
ü
ü

X

Form Talysurf PGI Dimension
®

ü
ü
ü
ü

Talyrond 3 / 3T / 4 (All Variants), Talyrond 300, Talycenta

X

Talyrond® 450 Mk1 (SDLC)

X

®

®

X

Talyrond 450 Mk2 (R21 PCI)
®

X

Talyrond® 440
Talyrond® 2000

ü
X

Talyrond® 400
X

ü
X

Talyrond 73 / 73 HPR / UHPR
®

X

TalyMaster 5 / 7
SPS 1000 / 2500L / 2500C

X

LuphoScan / LuphoScan HD / LuphoSmart

X

TALYScan 280

X

Effective from December 2019.

Upgrade

ü
ü
ü
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Styli & exchange program
Delivering measurement integrity
through manufacturing excellence

20% styli discount included

Taylor Hobson continues their philosophy of investing
in the latest manufacturing techniques to deliver
improvements in styli quality and performance.

Benefits of Taylor Hobson styli

Taylor Hobson has invested in a state of the art Haas 5-Axis
machining centre to manufacture all styli, which guarantees
precision and reduces lead-times.

Taylor Hobson manufactured styli are of the
highest quality ensuring measurement integrity
and guaranteeing optimum performance from
your instruments.

After manufacture, all styli are subject to an extensive
evaluation test procedure to ensure they meet the required
tolerance and are supplied with a test result sheet and
software config files.

•
•
•
•
•

Ensures form, fit, and function
Next day shipping on 99% of standard styli
Fully tested with test results included
Stylus config file supplied for correct
calibration setup
Expertise to manufacture styli to meet
your exact requirements

‘‘

Your instrument specification
can only be guaranteed when
using genuine Taylor Hobson
manufactured styli for measurement

• Industry leading manufacture
• Industry leading performance
• Results you can trust!
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Taylor Hobson has over 4000 styli
designs available to choose from
There are 3 categories of Styli:

• Standard
Recess Ball or 90° 2 µm Diamond stylus as
supplied with the instrument as standard.

Exchange program

• Advanced
Small bore, Minature bore or 60° diamond
styli, available to purchase off the shelf with
or after instrument sale.

If you have a damaged stylus or gauge, Taylor Hobson
can supply a refurbished item off the shelf via our
exchange program.

• Special
Styli, designed and manufactured to
customers exact requirements, usually
specific to customers components or setup.

Benefits of exchange:

Low prices guaranteed

•
•
•
•
•

*

‘‘

Haas Super Mini Mill 2 * - 5-Axis machining centre
manufactures styli designed to meet your needs

Cost effective Vs new
Turnaround time is reduced
Most standard styli & gauges are ex-stock
Guaranteed precision manufacture
Fully tested before dispatch

Image courtesy of Haas Automation Inc.

Due to the improvements in stylus
manufacture, Taylor Hobson can now offer the
1st stylus at full price and the option to buy one
or more of the same type for half price on all
Advanced and Special styli.

TalyMap® Contour
Software for the analysis of length, radius,
angle and more...
Ease of use

Automation

Contour software is
easy to use and requires
minimal training.

Reports and analysis routines can be
saved as single templates and re-applied
to component batches.

Intuitive icon based tools
allow the user to define
and modify elements and
dimensions with the click
of a button.

Special software routines allow full
automation regardless of part variation
or positional set up ensuring repeatable
results.

Comparison with CAD models
Load DXF models and automatically
fit to the measured profile, results will
display deviations, tolerance limits and
deviation parameters.

Full dimensional analysis
Linear, Angular, Radial and more

Q-Link Compatible
Take advantage of automatic reporting
and exporting in Q-Das or text format

Further analyses
Gothic arch profile analysis as standard
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TalyMap® surface analysis
The unique solution for all your data analysis needs
TalyMap® is developed by a multi-disciplinary team of specialists in metrology, software engineering and
automation in order to meet present and future surface metrology needs.
Analysis software used by research laboratories and industrial facilities worldwide for product development, process
improvement and predictive behaviour analysis.

Fast and accurate surface metrology reports
Intuitive desktop publishing environment
Using TalyMap®, an analysis document can be built quickly and
easily frame by frame, applying filters and scientific operators to
measurement data, and carrying out graphical analytical studies.

Additional information
Company logos, measurement identity cards, screen notes and
illustrations including bitmaps, text blocks, arrows can all be
added to enhance the report.

Fast report generation
Using the in-built desktop publishing facilities, the report layout
can be finalized to create a professional quality report.

Example pages from a TalyMap® analysis document

Analysis of different types of measurement
data

Intelligent preprocessing

TalyMap® analyses a full range of measurement data sets from
2D profiles through to 4D series of 3D surfaces.

 alyMap® contains numerous operators for
T
normalizing measurement data and eliminating
noise, aberrations or anomalies.

2D profiles

•

2D (x, z) analysis of profiles is appropriate when the surface
under study is anisotropic and presents the same
characteristics regardless of measurement direction.

•
•

3D surfaces
3D (x, y, z) visualization and analysis is essential for strongly
isotropic surfaces and for understanding functional
characteristics. For example, 3D is required to tell apart a
profile that represents a series of grooves and a profile that
represents a series of evenly spaced holes.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2D profile
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3D surface

Symmetries - Correct profile and surface
symmetries.
Alignment - Rotate a surface so that its
predominant lay is aligned with an axis.
Zoom - Select a rectangular, circular or
polygonal zone for study.
Leveling - Level a surface or profile.
Form removal - Remove a selected form
(circle, cylinder, sphere) or best-fit
polynomial form from a surface.
Thresholding - Remove anomalous peaks
and valleys.
Resampling - Improve image resolution.
Non-measured points - Fill in nonmeasured points using intelligent algorithms.
Retouching - Remove anomalies
interactively.
Denoising - Improve image quality and
highlight details (e.g. edges) using spatial or
morphological filtering.

Real time 3D surface imaging
TalyMap® provides complete 3D (x, y, z) surface visibility at any angle in real time.

Multiple surface views
Numerous different views of a surface are available including pseudo-color
images, photo simulations, contour diagrams and 3D views. Using OpenGL
technology, it is possible to change the viewing angle, zoom, level of detail and
height amplification of a 3D view in real time. Any image (e.g. a photo) can be
overlaid on a 3D surface.

Maximizing surface texture visibility
Colour codes on the z axis can be adjusted interactively to reveal or highlight
surface features. Gold, silver, copper, tin, chrome and plastic material color
schemes can also be applied to a surface to generate synthetic images and
make surface texture more visible.

Stitching
Overcome measurement instrument limitations by assembling a single surface
or profile from more than one measurement data set.

Stitched injector flatness

Metrological and scientific filters
TalyMap® contains a complete set of filters for surface texture
analysis.

Metrological filters
Metrological filters for frequency separation (e.g. high
frequencies, roughness and waviness) include the advanced
spline and robust filters specified in ISO 16610, together with
earlier filters to preserve compatibility.

Waviness profile, Gaussian filter, cut-off 0.8 mm

Robust filters
Available in TalyMap®, the robust filters improve the separation
between waviness and roughness, reduce neighboring peak and
valley errors and, in particular, make evaluations based upon the
bearing ratio much more reliable.

Scientific filters
A variety of other filters are available, including morphological,
Laplacian and Sobel filters.

Waviness profile, Robust gaussian filter, cut-off 0.8 mm
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Aspherics Analysis Utility
Software functionality to save time and improve error detection

Aspherics Analysis Utility (AAU)

Diffractive analysis

Expressly designed for aspheric optical components
the software fits measurement data to the component
design formula, and aligns the resulting error profile
with respect to the aspheric axis.

Software for the analysis of diffractive components
An increasing number of applications, particularly in
infra-red applications, are making use of aspherodiffractive designs. Diffractive analysis software is
written specifically to enable the assessment of these
complex surfaces, providing the user with form error
and zone parameters.

Base radius optimisation (PV or rms) to highlight base
radius variation in production, allowing users to quickly
determine the best-fit radius within a set radius
tolerance for the component, which can then be
checked against allowable production tolerances.
Automatic spike removal can be defined by set width
and heights to save time, eliminate user subjectivity and
give more repeatable results.
Derived coefficients module for calculation of best fit
asphere through a particular measurement. Resulting
values can be used in conjunction with optical design
software to assess the impact of form deviations on the
optical performance of critical systems.

Diffractive analysis when used in conjunction with the
aspheric analysis software, allows the user to examine
the underlying form of an asphero-diffractive
component. Individual zone results are tabulated and
can be output to a CSV file for further analysis.
Diffractive polynomial settings can be saved and
restored, enabling the user to quickly change between
different designs.

0,4502 μm PV

9,0282 μm PV

‘‘

„

Only Taylor Hobson can
extract the true form
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Q-Link Production Interface

Q-Link is part of Taylor Hobson’s ongoing developments supporting automation, data exchange and
process control in manufacturing environments. This approach is in line with the Industry 4 philosophy.

INDUSTRY 4.0
IN ACTION

A simplified interface designed specifically for production
environments
Q-Link offers simplicity, versatility and traceability and provides direct communication
with SPC software which delivers feedback to your manufacturing process.

‘‘

QDAS accredited
Meets the demands of the Advanced
Quality Data Exchange Format

Protection
Allows different user levels and
configurations

Reporting
Instant screen report summary with
pass/fail results

Traceability
Configurable fields; serial number,
operator name, machine number etc...

Implementation
Easy to learn, simple to operate

Statistical studies
Automatic R&R Studies available as
standard

Tolerancing
Visually identifies the parameter and
its tolerance band

Compatibility
Across the range of roundness and
surface finish products

Widely used in automotive and
aerospace component manufacturing
where data and strict standard operating
procedure control is mandatory

‘‘
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Ultra software upgrade
Ultra version 6 software upgrade
Powerful software to improve performance,
accuracy and analysis capability
Ultra Version 6 - the new update to Taylor Hobson’s world
leading measurement and analysis software.
The new software delivers a range of new integrated analysis
tools essential for manufacturers, these include:
• Advanced harmonics *
• Dominant wavelength *
• Wall and disc thickness
variation *
• Advanced dual profile *

•
•
•
•
•

Multi-plane roundness
Remote access
Morphological Filtering
LS Arc Auto
ISO parameter definitions

Ultra Version 6 – standard features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ease of use through extensive use of icons
Built-in tolerance checking giving simple pass/fail indication
User programmability
Simplified User Interface for simple program execution.
Automated data exclusion
Support for the latest ISO standards

Available for the following products:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form Talysurf ® Intra
Form Talysurf ® i60 / i120 / i200
Form Talysurf ® PGI 400 / 800 / 1200
Talyrond® 3xx / Talyrond® 5xx + XL variants
TalyMaster
Talyrond® 450

What’s new in Ultra 6?
• Compatible with Windows® 7 or 10
64-bit Operating system.
• Latest ISO parameter definitions
added including Wst, Wsa, Spline and
Polynomial filters to ensure integrity of
your results.
• Easy to network for centralised data
collection and support activity.
• Q-Link simplified interface designed
specifically for production environments.
Provides direct communication with SPC
software to deliver feedback to your
manufacturing process.
• Seamless data integration into TalyMap®
Contour, powerful software for the
analysis of length, radius, angle and more.
• Remote access allows a third party
application the ability to run a program,
for example, using a robot arm to
place a part on a fixture and start the
measurement program in Ultra.

Additional modules to consider
• P
 urchase a full PCIe upgrade** which
includes latest PCIe electronics, new
Dell PC & LCD display, brings your
instrument right up to date, ensuring
peace of mind for the future.
• Exchange gauges and styli available, many
for delivery next day.

Expand your analysis capability...
TalyMap ® software is easy to use and requires minimal
training. Intuitive icon based tools allow the user to
define and modify elements and dimensions with the
click of a button.
•
•
•

Q-Link compatible - Take advantage of automatic
reporting and exporting in Q-Das or text format.
Automation - Reports and analysis routines can be saved
as single templates and re-applied to component batches.
CAD model comparison - Load DXF models and
automatically fit to the measured profile, results will
display deviations, tolerance limits and parameters.

Q-Link

CAD comparison

Automation

In depth analysis

*
**
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Ultra Software licenced options.
Only instruments with R21/S21 electronics.

New features and benefits
•

Multi-plane in one graph feature, allows
the comparison of up to eight roundness
measurements.

•

Advanced Dual Profile * to compare dxf
to measured data and for testing of wear,
repeatability and noise.

•

Morphological Filtering allows you to measure
roughness using a diamond stylus and simulate
measurement using a ball stylus – one
measurement for 2 results saving time.

•

Dominant Wavelength * isolates the two most
dominant wavelengths contained within a surface.
This allows manufacturers to track and isolate
errors, control process and predict function.

Image above shows 5 Roundness planes overlaid.

•

Advanced Harmonics * to identify the cause of
bad parts.

Taylor Hobson’s Advanced Harmonic Software enables
bearings manufacturers to extract harmonic information
from any rotational measurement. Results can be viewed
as a full harmonic histogram view with tolerance bands
and pass/fail warning messages. The software allows
analysis up to 5000 upr and provides a ranking system
according to wave depth or harmonic amplitude. Results
can be compared to CSV or GKD files.

•

Wall and Disc Thickness Variation * software
now integrated in Ultra 6 for seamless analysis.

•

LS Arc Auto Non operator influenced analysis
of spherical raceway by use of an automated
routine. This simple algorithm will work
regardless of part position or size.

Talyrond ® Disc thickness variation analysis of 3 sets
of flatness measurements. The difference profiles are
shown in red.

*

Ultra Software licenced options.
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Windows® 10 upgrade
Talyrond® 300 Series and Form
Talysurf® Windows® 10 upgrade

PCI express upgrade includes
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade and future proof your metrology
instrument
Currently if you own a Talyrond ® 300 Series or Form
Talysurf ® instrument with older PCI electronics, your
product is in the obsolete phase of the product life cycle
(see page 6 for details), this is due to changes in current
PC design.

Benefits of this upgrade
• M
 icrosoft supported Windows® 10
64-bit operating system
• Latest Ultra software, compatible with
future upgrades
• Network ready for centralised data
collection and support activity
• New PCI express electronics to ensure
peace of mind for the future
• Existing users will not require training

Taylor Hobson has developed a full electronics upgrade, so that
you can continue to rely on your instrument for many years to
come with world-class support.

Ultra Version 6
Include with the PCI express upgrade, Ultra Version 6 is the
latest update to Taylor Hobson’s world leading measurement
and analysis software. The new software delivers a range of
new integrated analysis tools essential for manufacturers.

Additional modules to consider

Analysis tools include:
• Advanced harmonics *
• Dominant wavelength *
• Wall and disc thickness
variation *
• Advanced dual profile *

•
•
•
•
•

New Windows® 10 64-bit Ultra software
New Dell PC and 24” LCD display
New PCI express ECU with latest PCBs
Replacement joystick (Form Talysurf®)
Replacement umbilical and interconnects
(Talyrond®)

• Protect

your system from electrical
surges by adding an uninterruptable
power supply
• Styli and gauges exchange program
• Kit of recommended spares
• Cover your investment with an
AMECARE Support Agreement

Multi-plane roundness
Remote access
Morphological Filtering
LS Arc Auto
ISO parameter definitions

Q-Link

‘‘

‘‘

A simplified interface designed specifically for production
environments included within Ultra Version 6. Q-Link offers
simplicity, versatility and traceability and provides direct
communication with SPC software which delivers feedback to
your manufacturing process.

Q-Link is widely used in aerospace component
manufacturing where data and strict standard
operating procedure control is mandatory

Available for the following products:
Talyrond®

Form Talysurf ®

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

365
365XL
385
385XL
386
395

*
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i60
i120
i200
PGI 400
PGI 800
PGI 1200

Ultra Software licenced options.

LuphoScan software upgrade
LuphoScan Windows® 10
software Upgrade
Intuitive software for easy control and
analysis
LuphoScan Version 1.4 – the latest software
update for Taylor Hobson’s LuphoScan platform.
The new software is now compatible with Windows
10 operating system and includes a number of user
enhancements.

Available for the following products:
•
•

LuphoScan 260 SD / 260 HD
LuphoScan 420 SD / 420 HD

Software modules:
Additional software modules are available to
purchase with your upgrade to enhance your
instruments capabilities, saving 20% on list price.
The modules include:
• Axicons
• Annular Lenses
• Asphero-diffrarctive &
Fresnel lenses

• Segmented lenses
• Interlignment
• Custom-designed
Utility

Module Bundles
Module Bundles are also available to save even
more compared with purchasing individually:
• Freeform #1
Includes: Customer designed utility +
Segmented lenses + HNA probe (+/- 10 deg)
• Freeform #2
Includes: Freeform #1 + Interlignment +
Annular Lenses
• Freeform #3
Includes: Freeform #1 & #2 + Aspherodiffractive & Fresnel lenses + Axicons

What’s new?
Customizable units - measured deviation unit can be
switched between µm, nm, waves, and fringes.
Enhanced visualisation options - Improvements
to cutaways, colour bar adaption, zoom and data
inspector.
Customizable export - cartesian, point cloud, profile
can be customized and own logo can be included.
Custom-design utility handles SAG-tables - The
software enables import of radial or cartesian SAGtables representing the surface to be measured.
3D preview of SAG-table surface - the shape of the
imported SAG-table surface can be shown in 3D.
Periphery investigator (PI) improved - Slanted
periphery surfaces can be measured and information
of two PI-traces can be combined to compute distinct
alignment information.
Fresnel lens quick aligner - the alignment of a Fresnel
lens can be visualized and estimated based on a 5
second surface scan.
Pass/fail-mask - PWR and irregularity threshold has
been implemented.

Additional items to consider
• L atest Windows 10 PC and LCD Display brings
your instrument right up to date, ensuring peace of
mind for the future.
• Probe Spares Kits

LuphoScan HD high definition
optical metrology
The LuphoScan HD
platform ushers in a new
era of high precision
metrology of optical
surfaces.
The new generation
devices provide for the
first time an absolute
measurement accuracy of
better than ±50 nm (3σ)
up to 90° object slope.

LUPHOScan 260 HD
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PGI Optics upgrade
Form Talysurf® PGI upgrade

The standard upgrade includes

Upgrade to the latest industry standard for
precision optics metrology

•
•
•
•

Taylor Hobson has developed a full upgrade to the new PGI
Optics instrument, or retrofit your existing PGI Instrument
with the new PGI Optics software (standard upgrade).

Additional modules to consider

Following its first release in 1984, the Form Talysurf quickly
became the number one tool for optics manufacturers in
measuring aspheric form error. Since then, we have installed
thousands across the globe becoming a true industry standard.

1. N
 ew wide range 8 mm or 14 mm PGI
gauge - Measurement of large SAG
lenses without compromise.

®

2. New 200 mm traverse unit with gauge
collision detection - Prevent expensive
system and component damage.

Upgrade your current Form Talysurf® to the new PGI Optics
instrument, with its easy-to-use software interface and automated
analysis reduces labour and training costs. Common lenses
and commercial optics can be quickly measured and analysed
automatically with robust algorithms to improve repeatability and
accuracy giving numbers you can trust, every time.

3. Upgrade aspherics analysis utility
software - X-offset and radius
compensation to enable quick and
effective feedback to the manufacturing
machines and derived co-efficient
functions for reverse engineering of
aspheric and diffractive components.

Our new patented PGI technology enables you to measure
large sags with short length styli. This enables us to combine
very high stiffness and low force offering much greater accuracy
and repeatability than our competitors. When combined with
Aspherics Analysis Utility (AAU), the PGI Optics is the complete
optics solution.

‘‘

The new AAU software from Taylor Hobson
has increased our capability to manufacture
high accuracy Infrared optics with enhanced
diffractive analysis capabilities.

New Windows® 10 64-bit software
New Dell PC and 24” LCD display
New PCI express ECU with latest PCBs
Replacement joystick and Interconnects

4. TalyProfile software - For advanced
surface finish analysis of lenses and
moulds
5. UPS and power line conditioner Protect your system from electrical
surges by adding an uninterruptable
power supply and line conditioner.

Available for the following products:

‘‘

•

Form Talysurf ® PGI 840, 1240, 2540

The PGI Optics the new industry standard
The PGI Optics has simply the best form accuracy
when measuring aspheric and diffractive optics. Our
patented PGI technology enables you to measure
large sags with short length styli offering much
greater accuracy and repeatability.

Small components

Easy to program
Easy to use
Fast and accurate
Packed with powerful analysis tools
New software
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Form Talysurf ® PGI Optics

Benefits - standard upgrade

Benefits - additional modules

Easy-to-use interface increases productivity

Traceable & repeatable results

With automation further reducing operator
dependency, a dedicated user-friendly interface is
supplied for the specific measurement of optical
moulds and lenses. This interface provides an
easy method of instrument operation, presenting
clear control options to the operator – ideal for
production use.

Lens testing is made easy, with guaranteed
accurate results. Automatic cresting, measurement
and analysis coupled with automated spike
removal and radius optimisation help to give the
most repeatable results.

New software tools to eliminate
operator error
A sag and slope calculator is provided to allow
quick check of lens drawing equation against the
instrument equation to verify sign convention,
while also checking for flanking conditions based on
stylus/part combination.

New gauge design with improved
measurement range!
The new PGI Optics large range gauge enables
measurement of large sag lenses without
compromise of accuracy. The latest PGI gauge will
measure up to 14 mm of sag with a 60 mm long
stylus and up to 28 mm with a 120 mm stylus.

Advanced software (AAU) saves production
time and increases output
Aspherics Analysis Utility (AAU) software verifies
the quality of optics and saves time with instant
analysis of form error, radius, slope error, zone
depth and spacing. Unique patented technology
delivers nanometre level residual form error
analysis, and advanced algorithms can extract a submicron lens form error from much larger diffractive
zone depths.

Typical output results include:

Connection to manufacturing process

•
•
•
•
•
•

Our new X-offset and radius compensation
algorithms enable quick and effective feedback to
the manufacturing machines to improve process
yields. This capability dramatically reduces setup time for CNC grinding and diamond turning
operations, and enables quick compensation for
temperature drift issues throughout the day.

Profile form-error Pt and RMS
Slope error
Diffractive Zone analysis
Reverse fit aspheric and/or diffractive terms
Optimised radius
X-offset and tool radius for diamond turning
feedback
• Vacuum system for small parts
• 2D and 3D error maps can be linked back to the
manufacturing process for process improvement
with MRF, Diamond Turning, CNC grinding and
polishing

Reverse engineering
Derived co-efficient functions enable reverse
engineering of aspheric and diffractive components,
The user can reverse fit the raw sag data to the
asphere and/or diffractive equations giving a new,
as-is manufactured lens, to enable evaluation and
adjustment of critical optical design parameters to
improve the imaging system performance.
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Intra Windows® 10 upgrade
Form Talysurf® Intra upgrade
Upgrade your Form Talysurf® Intra and
software to the latest powerful Ultra or
TalyProfile analysis software
Since it’s release in 2000, the Form Talysurf ® Intra
has proven to be a flexible, easy-to-use and robust
measurement system. It is relied upon in many
industries to deliver critical measurement results.
Unfortunately, due to obsolete components, we are
unable to support the Intra 1 PCB or the old style Intra
PDA unit. For this reason, Taylor Hobson has developed
a full electronics upgrade with 2 software options and
choice of powerful Dell PC or Dell all-in-one touch
screen PC, so you can continue to rely on the Intra for
many years.

Available for the following products:
•
•

Form Talysurf ® Intra with Ultra
Form Talysurf ® Intra with PDA

Intra with Ultra

The upgrade includes
• Windows® 10 64-bit Ultra Software with Dell
PC and 24” LCD display, latest electronics and
FTS Intra main PCB for USB connectivity.
OR
• New Windows® 10 64-bit TalyProfile software
with Dell all-in-one 19” touch screen PC, latest
electronics and FTS Intra main PCB for USB
connectivity

Benefits of this upgrade
• Microsoft supported Windows® operating system
• Latest software compatible with future upgrades
• New electronics to ensure peace of mind for the
future.
• Network ready for centralised data collection
• Existing Ultra users will not require additional
training, TalyProfile software is intuitive and
simple to learn

Additional modules to consider
• Protect

your system from electrical surges by
adding an uninterruptable power supply.
• Replace aging gauges and probe tips.
• 28 mm Wide Range gauge delivers form
(contour) measurement capability for precision
metal forming and other applications.
• Manual column and base provides a stable,
dedicated work station for improved throughput.
• Automatic Y stage to allow 3 dimensional
measurements.
Intra with PDA

Option 1 - Intra with Ultra software

Option 2 - Intra Touch with TalyProfile software

The Intra 2 with Ultra includes everything
required to measure and analyse surface finish.
Fundamental roughness and waviness parameters
are included, plus form error analysis, feature
exclusion, zoom tool and full programmability for
shopfloor applications. Ultra is a single software
platform that can run on roundness and surface
instruments.

The Intra 2 Touch with TalyProfile Software is
a perfect choice. It combines industry leading
specification with simplicity of operation for
unbeatable practicality and value.Talyprofile has all
functions typically used for a shopfloor inspection,
including R&W parameters, a statistics module
and full report printing.

Features:
• Form Analysis
• Simple User Interface*
• Dual Profile Analysis*
• TalyMap® 3D Analysis
• TalyMap® Contour Analysis

Features:
• Advanced surface finish
and contour analysis
• Advanced time-saving
analysis templates
• Desktop publishing facility
• Full compatibility
*
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Ultra Software licenced options.

CCI Windows® 10 upgrades
Talysurf CCI Windows® 10 upgrade

The upgrade includes

Future proof your Talysurf CCI series
instrument

•
•
•
•

Currently if you own a Talysurf CCI instrument with
Windows® XP, your product is in the obsolete phase of
the product life cycle (see page 6 for details).

Benefits of this upgrade
•

Following the announcement that Microsoft were
withdrawing support of Windows® XP, and withdrawing
Windows® 7 from sale in 2017, some PCB’s have also
become obsolete and are no longer available.

•
•

Taylor Hobson have developed full electronics upgrade
including Windows® 10, so that you can continue to rely on
your instrument for many years to come with world-class
support.

•
•

•

CCI MP

•

CCI HS

•

CCI HD

1.
2.
3.

‘‘

 rotect your system from electrical surges
P
by adding an uninterruptable power supply
Extra objectives
Add functionality through TalyMap® level
upgrade

‘‘

Talysurf CCI Lite

Microsoft supported Windows® 10 64-bit
operating system.
Latest CCI and TalyMap® software
Network ready for centralised data
collection and support activity
New electronics to ensure peace of mind
for the future
Existing users will not require training

Additional modules to consider

Available for the
following products:
•

New Windows® 10 64-bit CCI software
New Dell PC and 24” LCD display
New TalyMap® Version 7 software
Replacement Electronics

The speed and extraordinary sensitivity makes the CCI HD an
ideal tool for Research & Development and quality assurance
Prof. Michael Walls, Professor of Photovoltaik am CREST (UK)

TALYScan 280 –
Non-contact, optical 3D form
measuring system
The TALYScan 280 is the ideal instrument
for the inspection of roundness,
straightness, parallelism, taper, roughness
and diameter, all from a single full 3D scan.

3D cone

The system is designed to deliver high
accuracy measurements of injectors,
hydraulic components, lens barrels,
precision cylinders, thin walled cylinders,
precision bores and roller bearings.
3D cylinder

TALYScan 280
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Aerospect SPS upgrade
Aerospect SPS Windows® 10
Upgrade

The upgrade includes
•

Future proof your Stack Prediction System
with this quick and simple upgrade
As with all products, over the years components
and software can become obsolete, which makes
it impossible to support products.
Following the announcement in 2010 that Microsoft
were withdrawing support of Windows® 2000, the support
for Windows® XP has now also come to an end.
Taylor Hobson have developed a Windows® 10 Upgrade, so
that you can continue to rely on your instrument for many
years to come with world-class support.

•
•

Benefits of this upgrade:
•
•
•
•

Available for the following products:
•
•
•
•

Aerospect SPS 1000 L / 1000 T
Aerospect SPS 2500 L / 2500 C
Aerospect SP-150 DT
Aerospect SPS Portable

New Windows® 10 compatible SPS
software
New rack mount IPC with Windows® 10
and LCD display
New electronics with latest gauging and
data IO PCBs

•

 icrosoft supported Windows® 10
M
operating system.
Latest software covers all instruments and
compatible with future upgrades
Network ready for centralised data
collection
New electronics to ensure peace of mind
for the future
Existing users will not require training

Additional modules to consider:
1.
2.
3.

 rotect your system from electrical surges
P
by adding an uninterruptable power supply
Replace aging gauges and probe tips
Kit of recommended essential spares

Enquire about our new products...
The Talyrond ® 1700 is a high precision metrology system designed
for the precision inspection of roundness and cylindrical geometry of
large, heavy or complex components.
The Talyrond® 1700 consists of proven technology combined into
one stable instrument platform.

Applications include:
• Large diameter bearings
• High pressure turbines
• High pressure compressors

• Shafts
• Jet engines
• Crankshafts
Talyrond ® 1700
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Expert services
Consultancy service
Taylor Hobson’s technical expertise in measurement and years of experience solving measurement problems
enable us to assist you with the optimisation of your industrial processes. Our calibration equipment and facilities
allow the certification of your products and services in accordance with your regulatory compliance requirements.
Taylor Hobson boast extensive geographical coverage and responsiveness that is unique and unmatched by its
competitors thanks to extensive and specialised network of metrology facilities.

Cycle time improvement
Metrology plays a crucial role in manufacturing, it has a time impact on critical processes and therefore needs to
be optimised to support throughput. Taylor Hobson’s expert metrologists can write programmes to speed up
measurement cycle times, reduce product waste and improve product quality. The implementation of software
such as Aspheric Analysis with its X-offset and tool radius error capability, deliver huge time savings and replace
traditional time consuming methods.

Traditional set-up vs. Taylor Hobson method
Traditional set-up can take several iterations of cutting and measurement to align the X-axis and correct the tool
radius. Alignment usually needs to be better than 1 µm to achieve sub-micron form-error on an optic.

Traditional method

Taylor Hobson method

• Configure machine for set-up fixture and piece
• Cut set-up piece > Remove > Measure >
Replace (Repeat process many times until
aligned!)
• Set-up the optic sample and fixture for
machining
Cut set-up
piece

Replace

Repeat
process many
times until
aligned!

• No set-up fixture and piece required
• Cut optic sample > Remove > Measure >
Replace > Analyse with AAU > Adjust
machine tool once!
• Continue machining process

Cut optic
sample
Replace
Remove

Remove
Analyse
with AAU
Measure
Adjust machine
tool once!

Measure

‘‘

The average savings on set-up time are
330 hours per year

‘‘

Average down time ranges from
30 minutes to 2 hours

We recently upgraded to the latest version of Taylor Hobson AAU software, and the improvements
are just what we needed. We have improved reliability and reduced time to test.

John Franks, Technical Director – IR Optics, Umicore
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Calibration & contract measurement
Expand your capabilities without
capital investment
Contracted inspection services from Taylor
Hobson is an excellent way to maintain
quality where capital investment may not
available for new equipment
The measurement of roundness, dimension and
surface roughness is of critical importance in both
the manufacture and the function of a wide variety of
engineered components.
We have measured golden parts, manufactured
components, prototypes, component failures and provided
in depth analysis through detailed reports.

Batch production inspection
Many of our customers are fully capable of
measuring production parts with their own
resources; they turn to us for assistance in
special circumstances.
•
•
•
•

Equipment breakdown
Cost effectiveness
Short-term production increase
100% inspection of parts due to end user
audit or rejection

Other users of our measurement services
are unable or have chosen not to invest in
the instruments having a one off inspection
requirement.

Unbeatable benefits
Whatever their individual reasons for using our inspection
services, all of our customers benefit in many similar ways.

Access to expert metrologists
Authoritative, unbiased reports
Cost effectiveness

UKAS test measurements - certified,
traceable laboratory inspection
Our world renowned calibration laboratory is also
authorised to perform Test Measurements to UKAS
standards that are fully supported by UKAS Traceable
Certification.
The Taylor Hobson UKAS laboratory can provide
measurement using the same instrumentation and
metrology experts that are used to certify calibration
standards and artifacts.
The UKAS laboratory is able to measure all of the
parameters associated with surface texture, including
French, German, USA and Japanese derivatives.
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Calibration
Roundness

Diameter and length

The glass hemisphere is a high precision artifact used
to both calibrate and evaluate the performance of
roundness measuring instruments.

Our UKAS laboratory is currently accredited for the calibration
of spheres, plug and ring gauges. Temperature corrected
measuring techniques are used in conjunction with sophisticated
control software to achieve diametrical uncertainties of ±0.5μm.

By means of error separation techniques, the UKAS
laboratory is able to calibrate the hemisphere to
a resolution of 1 nanometer, with a measurement
uncertainty of ±5.0 nanometers.
Our calibration certificate includes a polar plot of the
profile of the measured plane, which allows users to
accurately ascertain any errors in their own system.
Measurement

Best capability

Measurement

Best capability

Spheres (diameter)

±0,5 µm

Spheres (radius)

±0,4 µm

Plug gauges

±0,5 µm

Ring gauges

±0,8 µm

Autocollimators

Roundness of standards and
workpieces

±0.005 µm

Cylindrical magnification test
specimens (flick standards)

±0.10 µm

Harmonic standards
(1500 to 15 upr)

±0.063 µm

Clinometers and levels

Straightness, parallelism

Dependent on precision of item

Diameter and length

±0.5 µm

Block levels, clinometers, and electronic levels are calibrated
by use of lever techniques.

Roundness instruments

Dependent on quality and
performance

Surface texture
Our UKAS laboratory is the only laboratory able to
measure all traceable surface finish artifacts inline with
ISO 5436-2001 which includes step height, spacing,
profile and roughness measurement standards.
The laboratory holds the lowest uncertainties outside
the National Physical Laboratory for the calibration of
roundness and surface texture.
Tungsten carbide or ceramic spherical artifacts are
used to calibrate the Form Talysurf Series range of
instruments and CMMs. We calibrate the radius and
roundness of each spherical artifact to provide a high
precision multi-purpose standard.
Measurement

Best capability

Roughness standards (Ra)1

±(2% + 0.004 µm)

Workpiece or component
surface texture (Ra)1

±3% of measured value per
track

Radius (derived)

±0.4 µm

Straightness
Assessment of the accuracy of a straightness and
parallelism measuring instrument can be achieved at
any time by measuring a precision cylinder. The result
can then be compared with the calibrated profile on
the UKAS Certificate.

1.
2.
3.

A small angle generator (sine bar) is normally used with
traceable gauge blocks to calibrate autocollimators. Both
progressive and periodic errors are measured and certified.

Polygons and prisms
The basic methods employed for angle measurement are
either the accurate division of a circle, by using a high precision
index table, or the generation of a known angle by means of a
precision sine bar.

Telescopes
Micro Alignment Telescope displacement errors and line of
sight errors are assessed by viewing into fixed and variable
focus collimators.
Measurement

Best capability

Angle gauges

±1.0 arc second

Alignment telescopes, targets & collimators

±2.0 second (see note 2)

Autocollimators

±0.2 seconds

Clinometers, spirit and electronic levels

±1.0 second (see note 2)

Prisms, polygons & optical squares

±0.6 arc second

Rotary tables

±1.0 arc second

On-site calibration
Our UKAS Accreditation also allows our approved operators
to undertake calibration and/or verification of measuring
instruments and machine tools on customer’s premises.
Measurement

Best capability

Surface Texture

±3% (see note 3)

Angle

±1.0 arc seconds (see note 3)

Roundness

±0.05µm (see note 3)

Other parameters available on request
Best capability is dependent on quality, sensitivity and overall performance of the instrument.
Uncertainties for on-site procedures are dependent on the site environment which is continually
monitored for the duration of the calibration and also during the stabilization period.

For the full schedule visit:
www.ukas.com
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Training programs
Instrument training - an excellent investment for your business
Without question, the benefits of training are exponentially greater than the cost
When your operators, inspectors and engineers are well versed in the theory and application of metrology they
are more confident, more efficient, better informed and less likely to make mistakes.

Develop your team; increase knowledge and improve processes with advanced instrument training.
Confident

You have access to our core knowledge base

All members of your quality team should be able to
discuss inspection requirements and measurement
results with your suppliers and customers and be able
to do so with authority, confidence and earned respect.

Our instructors are professional metrologists. On a
daily basis they solve the most demanding application
problems and have compiled an extraordinarily diverse
knowledge base.

Efficient

Individual, personalised, practical and hands-on

Well-trained staff can develop new procedures,
implement new inspection programs and monitor
critical manufacturing processes.

Training programs are limited to just three people so
that all will come away with knowledge and handson experience that they can immediately put to use.
Attendees are encouraged to bring along components
that need to be measured so that they will leave Taylor
Hobson with detailed, practical inspection procedures
for those components.

Informed
Your quality team needs to be informed and aware
of improved inspection methods, revised inspection
standards and newly introduced analysis parameters.

It’s like getting a brand new instrument

Correct

Unlock the full capability of your instrument:

Most important, the people responsible for assuring
the quality of your product will be more likely to
avoid or detect mistakes before they can cost you
unnecessary expense and loss of credibility.

•
•
•
•

Learn the correct use of filters
Select the most appropriate parameters
Do your current work faster and more efficiently
Take on new work with confidence and ease

Training details
Location

Materials

Courses can be held at your site or our Centre of
Excellence conveniently located in Leicester, UK.

Everything needed is provided. All courses include a
notes folder, Taylor Hobson’s Surface Finish or Roundness
Guides, and a USB drive with the same PowerPoint
Presentations that are used in the Training sessions.

We cover theory “classroom style” in our modern lecture
theatre. You will also have daily access to our world class
metrology instruments for practical application and real
world experience.

Special requests
We are also able to customise our Product and
Metrology Training to suit the specific requirements of
individual institutions. This can be product or application
specific, delivering greater efficiency within your
manufacturing process.

Duration
Courses are one or two days in length. Training sessions
run from 9am until 4pm with 30 minutes for a light buffet
lunch and two 20 minute coffee breaks.

Instructors
Our instructors are Metrology Engineers who have many
years experience in solving real measurement problems.

Specifications are subject to change without notice
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Metrology theory training
Taylor Hobson instructors are experienced, professional metrologists. Classroom presentations are dynamic,
informative and supported with real world application examples.

Surface finish metrology topics

Roundness metrology topics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why measure Surface Finish?
Measurement methods
Instrument datums
Reproducing the surface
Stylus Tip geometry and effects
Surface finish terminology
Form, Waviness and Roughness
Form Measurement
Parameters - definitions and applications
Material Ratio Curve (Bearing Area)
Filters - methods and effects
Calibration Methods
Drawing Indication
Introduction to Aspherics
Introduction to 3D Measurement

Why measure Roundness?
Measurement methods
Reference circles
Eccentricity and Run-out
Filters - methods and effects
Flatness measurement
Straightness measurement
Cylindricity measurement
Harmonics analysis
Magnification - interpretation of graphs
Measurement sources of error
Measurement of Interrupted surfaces
Kinematic mounting
Slope analysis / DFTC - when to use
New techniques for 3D mapping

Q. What is surface texture?

Q. What is roundness?

A. All surfaces have texture in the form of a series of peaks
and valleys that vary in height and spacing according to the
way the surface was produced.

A. If all points of a circular
cross section are equidistant
to a common center, the
component is round within
that circular cross section. In
metrology a reference circle
is fitted to a measured circle;
out-of-roundness is
calculated as the peak to
valley departure from the
reference circle.

For example, surfaces
produced by cutting tools
tend to have a defined
cutting direction and
uniform spacing whilst
those produced by
grinding have random lay
and spacing.

Typical Roughness Profile

Least Squares Circle Reference
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The Metrology Experts

Sales department

Established in 1886, Taylor Hobson is the world
leader in surface and form metrology and
developed the first roundness and surface finish
measuring instruments.

Email: taylor-hobson.sales@ametek.com
Tel: +44 (0) 116 276 3771
•	Design engineering – special purpose, dedicated
metrology systems for demanding applications.

www.taylor-hobson.com

•	Precision manufacturing – contract machining services
for high precision applications and industries.

Centre of Excellence department

Service department

Email: taylor-hobson.cofe@ametek.com
Tel: +44 (0) 116 276 3779

Email: taylor-hobson.service@ametek.com
Tel: +44 (0) 116 246 2900

• 	Inspection services – measurement of your production
parts by skilled technicians using industry leading 		
instruments in accord with ISO standards.

•	Preventative maintenance – protect your metrology
investment with an AMECare support agreement.

• 	Metrology training – practical, hands-on training courses
for roundness and surface finish conducted by
experienced metrologists.
•	Operator training – on-site instruction will lead to
greater proficiency and higher productivity.
•	UKAS calibration and testing – certification for artifacts
or instruments in our laboratory or at customer’s site.
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